BRIDGING LEADERSHIP, INNOVATION, AND THE POWER OF CONNECTION

Saj-nicole Joni, Ph.D.
• Renowned confidential CEO advisor and global business strategist
• Expert in harnessing the power of connection to get big things done
• In-demand keynote speaker
• Acclaimed author, and frequent media commentator

NEWEST KEYNOTE
Get Big Things Done:
How Successful Leaders Harness the
Power of Connectional Intelligence to
Get Big Things Done
In her latest keynote, Saj-nicole
challenges audiences to understand what
it really takes today to get the big and
important things done. She clearly defines
our new hyper-connected world and how
this creates unprecedented opportunity
across sector and industry. Audiences
walk away inspired and equipped to ask
new questions of themselves and their
teams and a concrete understanding
of what it actually requires of leaders
to realize impactful, sustainable and
productive paths forward.
Additional Keynotes Include:
•
•
•
•

Creating Strategies That Matter
Hard Truths of Leadership
The Right Fight
Other keynotes of mutual interest to
Saj-nicole and her audiences in
the areas of Leadership,
Judgment, Governance,
Global Brands, Millennials,
Conflict and Inclusion.
Visit Sajnicole.com for more

Ask about copies of Get Big
Things Done for every attendee

Saj-nicole Joni, Ph.D., is a renowned business strategist and
confidential advisor to CEOs and their boards, working with
some of today’s foremost leaders, across topmost businesses,
philanthropy, and academia.
She is an accomplished senior executive, Ph.D. In Mathematics,
acclaimed author, frequent media commentator, performing artist, and
recognized keynote speaker. In her keynotes, Saj-nicole applies her
unique perspective and insight to help executive audiences recognize
how converging modern forces are creating enormous opportunities,
how this changes the competitive landscape, and understand what
leaders must do today to create winning and sustainable results.
“Saj-nicole is a foremost global thought leader who combines vision and strategy with a
sensible practice of leadership. Her speaking passionately challenges and inspires leaders to
explore how to lead, learn, and labor to both create results and leave a lasting legacy.”
- Samuel M. Lam, President and Managing Partner, Linkage Asia
“Saj-nicole has the rare gift to both inspire audiences to see beyond today to what is possible,
and equip them with a roadmap so they can make it happen.”
- Anka Wittenberg, Senior Vice President, SAP

Audiences
Boards, CEOs, C-Suite leaders, senior executives, directors, and related advisors,
across sectors, industries, and countries, facing hard challenges, ready to benefit
from powerful insights that combine strategy, innovation, and execution, Leaders and
aspiring leaders at all levels looking to understand the next wave of competency,
innovation, and opportunity.

Categories
Strategy, Business, Change, Innovation, Leadership, Governance

Media
Forbes, Harvard Business Review, Fast Company, and more

Engagements
Linkage, Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Campbell Soup Company, Time Warner, Deloitte, Pfizer,
MIT, Merrill Lynch, PwC, IBM, Oracle, SAP, Fidelity, Duke University, Genzyme, NPD
Group, Carnegie Melon University, Target, Maybank (Malaysia), and more

FOR MORE ON SAJ-NICOLE CONTACT NEW LEAF SPEAKERS: SAJNICOLE@NEWLEAFSPEAKERS.COM

